Report Number: 2019-2330
Incident: Burglary (Attempted)
Location: 500 block of Jones Road, Minooka, IL
Township: Seward
Date, Time Occurred: 072819/2100hrs - 072919/1745hrs
Date, Time Assigned: 072919/1751hrs

Synopsis:
Sheriff's Deputies responded to a report of a burglary to an unattached storage area on the property. Damage to the property was accomplished, but was unable to determine if anything was taken. The incident remains under investigation.

Reporting Deputy: R. Pearson #85

Disseminated on: 

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve
Report Number: 2019-2324
Incident: Burglary to Vehicle and Theft under $500
Location: 13000 block of Ridge Rd. Minooka
Township: Seward
Date, Time Occurred: 07-28-2019 1800
Date, Time Assigned: 07-29-2019 0500

Synopsis:
Kendall County Deputies were dispatched to 13000 block of Ridge Rd. unincorporated, Minooka for a burglary to two vehicles and a stolen golf cart. The complainant reported that some time during the night time hours someone entered onto her property and stole her golf cart and entered into two vehicles. The golf cart was located later that day and returned. This incident is under investigation.

Reporting Deputy: Joseph Melchiori KE81

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us
Report Number: 2019-2300

Incident: Property Damage Accident

Location: Route 71/ Chicago Road, Newark IL

Township: Fox

Date, Time Occurred: 07-26-19 2114 hours

Date, Time Assigned: same

Synopsis:

Sheriff's Deputies responded to the area of Route 71 and Chicago Road in Newark for a property damage accident. The driver identified as Jose Garay, a 39 year old male from the 600 block of Cark Street in Marseilles, struck a deer in the roadway. There were no injuries reported.

Reporting Deputy: C. Kallus KE226

Supervisor: Disseminated on:

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us
Report Number: 2019-2322
Incident: Domestic Battery
Location: 7700 Block of Fox River Road
Township: Fox
Date, Time Occurred: 07/29/2019, 3:41 A.M.
Date, Time Assigned: 07/29/2019, 3:41 A.M.

Synopsis:
Kendall County Sheriff's deputies responded to the 7700 block of Fox River Drive, unincorporated Fox township, for a reported domestic battery. The investigation is on going.

Reporting Deputy: Deputy Undesser #66

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve
Report Number: 2019-2329-2331

Incident: Accident/ DUI

Location: Rt. 126 and Clubhouse Dr.

Township: Kendall

Date, Time Occurred: 07-29-19 1752hrs

Date, Time Assigned: Same

Synopsis:

On 07-29-19 at approximately 1752hrs, Sheriff Deputies responded to the area of Rt. 126 and Clubhouse Dr. in Kendall Township. Deputies discovered a single vehicle that had struck a utility pole. The driver of that vehicle, 48yr old Jillian Leslie of the 7600 block of Bentgrass Circle Yorkville was charged with driving under the influence of alcohol. Leslie was taken into custody and transported to the Kendall County Jail. Leslie was cited for improper lane use, dui, no valid insurance and illegal transportation of alcohol.

Reporting Deputy: Riffell #110

Supervisor: Disseminated on:

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve